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Lead halide perovskite are remarkable in many respects. Even 
samples with relatively unassuming quality were demonstrated to 
exhibit some of the most fundamental phenomena in 
semiconductor physics, such as laser cooling and room-
temperature quantum coherence in the form of super-radiance. 
Perovskites are also known for their “resilience” against formation 
of deep defects that can act as charge traps, making them 
excellent materials for photo-voltaic applications: perovskite-
based solar cells have recently nearly reached the levels of the 

state-of-the-art conventional Si- based devices in terms of efficiency. Amongst these 
achievements, perhaps the most puzzling fact is that there is still no clear understanding 
as to what is underlying this remarkable performance in the microscopic level. 
    In this presentation I will discuss how much can one learn about the basic properties of 
perovskites by means of optics. First, I will talk about Faraday rotation and the complex 
refractive index in a paradigmatic perovskite CH3NH3PbBr3 in a broad wavelength range, 
and demonstrate that in order to account for the experiment even on the qualitative level, 
one needs to amend the usual minimal coupling scheme and to introduce an atomic-level 
coupling between electric field and the spin degree of freedom (!). This term has far 
reaching consequences for the low-energy phenomenology of perovskites and provide a 
few examples of the novel exotic phenomena predicted by our model. 
    Then I will proceed with the optical response of CH3NH3PbBr3 in the mid-infrared range 
will falls into the domain of the vibrational excitations of ion. I will show how the properties 
of the semi-autonomous organic cation molecule depend on the local lattice configuration, 
and hence can be used to shed light on the challenging problem of the interaction between 
the quasi-free organic cation molecule and the soft, anharmonic and dynamically 
disordered inorganic cage. 
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Figur e 7: T he SFB r esear cher s. From top left to bot tom right : Alpichshev, Assaad, Barišić,

Held, Higginbotham, Katsaros, Modic, Paschen, Scheer, Serbyn.

TU Wien that has, over the past 10 years, established a st rong team with focus on st rongly correlated

electron systems. Missing expert ise on two topics cent ral to the SFB (STM/ STS and numerics/ spin

systems) is cont ributed by two PIs from Germany. A new full professor for “ Topological and Complex

Materials” (Marta Gibert , Uni. Zurich; MBE films of t ransit ion metal oxides) has just been appointed

at the IFP and may further st rengthen the SFB in a second funding period. Among the 10 PIs

(Fig. 7), five are ERC grantees. Three PIs including the coordinator are female. This 30% fract ion is

larger than typical for this field (see Sect . ?? for details). Five PIs are young researchers (Alpichshev,

Higginbotham, Katsaros, Modic, Serbyn). The part icipat ing inst itut ions have programmes to support

young researchers (see Sect . ?? for details), and the more senior PIs are fully commit ted to provide

mentoring. All PIshaveworked extensively outsideAustria and havest rong internat ional collaborat ion

networks.

All PIs are internat ionally recognized scient ists (see CVs, Sect . ??), with st rong t rack records of

original research in their fields. Some of their achievements of key importance for the present SFB

are: A lpichshev discovered the lack of backscat tering in topological insulator surface states providing

experimental proof of their topological nature [99]; observed a confinement-deconfinement t ransit ion

in the candidate Kitaev material Na2IrO3, providing evidence for spin liquid behavior in this system

[100]. A ssaad pioneered various fermion MonteCarlo methods for lat t icesystems; invented algorithms

to simulate various standard and designer models that show exot ic phases and phase transit ions; is

developing an open source implementat ion of the auxiliary field quantum Monte Carlo algorithm

[101]. B ar i ši ć determined two elect ronic subsystems—“Mot t ” -localized and Fermi-liquid—in high-Tc

cuprates [102, 103], revealed the percolat ive nature of elect ronic phase transit ions [104], and proposed

a phenomenological model to capture key unconvent ional features of cuprates [16]. H eld pioneered

density funct ional theory plus dynamical mean-field theory (DFT+ DMFT) and invented Feynman

diagrammat ic extensions thereof [42], a breakthrough for the calculat ion of, e.g., superconduct ivity

[105] and QCPs [106]. H igginbot ham created a quantum-enabled microwave-opt ical converter with

record performance, carried out the first studies of hybrid superconductor-semiconductor Majorana

islands [107], and led studies of mult i-terminal superconductor-semiconductor hybrid devices [108, 92].

K at sar os showed that it is possible to experimentally dist inguish Andreev bound states from MBS

[83]. M odic recent ly ident ified a new thermodynamic coefficient that is detectable with resonant tor-

sion magnetometry [68], and discovered an emergent scale-invariant magnet ic response in RuCl3 that

may be a signature of its st rongly-interact ing spin liquid excitat ions [72]. Paschen revealed experi-

mental signatures of Kondo destruct ion in quantum crit ical heavy fermion compounds [12, 13, 11] and
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